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A Nifty Tool for a Perfect Radius

several 1/4-inch holes drilled in a line, cleaned up with a round file, will get the job ... a 6-inch piece of 1-by-2-by-0.120 could be sawed to form a 2-inch- wide by ... 
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A Nifty Tool for a Perfect Radius BY BRENT VAN DERVORT, EAA 449283



GOOD FABRICATION WORK JUST has a certain look about it. Edges line up, holes are in straight rows, and shapes seem to ﬂow together. The more artistic among us refer to that characteristic as organic design, meaning that it all goes together, without distractions. I have always been bothered that a simple thing like a perfect radius on the end of a bracket can be difficult thing to accomplish freehand. Some random thinking led to the fabrication of a ﬁxture to make this little job simple, and adjustable for different size radii. A trip to the local cheap import tool store yielded a 1-inch by 30-inch belt sander, on sale for less than $40. We don’t need a lot of power to do this job, and the ﬁxture can be easily removed to use the belt sander for more normal work. This unit is cheap and light enough that I thought it was easier to keep the radius ﬁxture attached and reserved for this work. The principle is simple enough. We need an adjustable distance from the sanding belt to make different radii, and with a centering post that will accommodate several different common bolt sizes. Common aircraft engineering practice states that for thin material the distance from the edge of a part to the center of a hole should not be less than two times the diameter of that hole. For a 3/16-inch hole, the edge distance should not be less than 3/8 inches. For instance, a 3/4-inch wide strap would be perfect for a 3/16-inch hole, such as a #10 screw. Since the largest hole I ever seem to need to accommodate is 3/8 inch, a 3/4-inch edge distance would do the job. As long as we can adjust the hole center distance from 3/8 inch to 3/4 inch, we can easily radius most common bracket ends. To make the adjustment more precise, we’ll make the tool with a lock screw twice the distance from the pivot point as the pivot post for the part. A milling machine could make a nice radiused slot, but with the short slot length involved, several 1/4-inch holes drilled in a line, cleaned up with a round ﬁle, will get the job done. We’ll adjust the edge distance with a 10-32 by 1 screw coming up from a tapped hole in the base of the radius tool, a ﬂat washer to cover the slot, and a nyloc nut to hold the adjustment.
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First we need to ﬁgure out our pivot post. We’ll want a pivot bar thick enough to allow us to hide a ﬂathead screw (allowing the bar to pivot on the base plate), mounted into a tapped hole in the pivot bar. The far end from the bar’s pivot point on the base will need a slot to allow the edge distance to be adjusted as discussed. A 6-inch-long piece of 1/4-by-1 inch bar will work nicely. A 10-32 ﬂathead 1 inch long will work great for the pivot post. Luckily, the common 3/16-inch inverted ﬂare brake line will ﬁt over the 10-32 3/16-inch diameter screw, and it has a 1/4-inch outside diameter to accommodate that size bolt hole. Going along, 1/4-inch and 5/16-inch steel brake/fuel steel line bushes us up to 5/16 inch and 3/8 inch! These size tubes can be stacked to make the bushing size you need, and the next size added on top for use as a hold-down device for the part being radiused. Slices of those sizes were cut 5/16-inch long, and then deburred to clean up the inside diameter. The easiest way to do that with tiny pieces of tube is to mount the drill bit in your vise and the tubing in a portable drill.



Now we need to make the base for the radius tool. I got lucky in that a 6-inch piece of 1-by-2-by-0.120 could be sawed to form a 2-inchwide by 6-inch-long base, with legs 1/4-inch deep. Those 1/4-inch legs were just right to extend 1/8-inch down and register into the machined grooves on the belt sander work plate. A hole drilled on the left near corner also mounts the radius tool base to the sander work plate. Using a ﬂathead 10-32 screw with a nyloc nut below the work plate gives us a ﬂat surface to allow larger parts to be radiused.
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Below, the part on the left was done by eyeball, and the right-hand one improved on our new radius tool. It won’t function one bit diﬀerently, but the more uniform radius won’t jar my eye when the ﬂatwasher and bolt are added. It’s faster, and more accurate than doing the job by eye, and the part is easier to hold. It’s a small thing for sure, but it’s the details that set one fabricator’s work above the average!
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